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 HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 
 

          District: Dhubri 
 

                  IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO-1, DHUBRI 
 

 

Present: Nur Jamal Hoque, AJS 

             Munsiff No-1 

             Dhubri 

 

    Saturday, 15th day of February, 2014 

                                     T.S NO-24/2010 

                     Latit Chandra Roy  V/S  Mahendra Nath Das              

This suit coming on for argument on –30/1/14  in presence of:- 

 

    Mr.  M. Rahaman                                             LD     Advocate for the plaintiff  

    Mr. A.K Fazlul Haque                                      LD advocate for the defendant 

 

 And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

         JUDGMENT AND ORDER 

 

                       “This is a suit for declaration, Khas possession and permanent 

injunction” 

1.Plaintiffs case in a nutshell is that Chandra Mohan Sarkar,Fatik Chandra Sarkar and Piyari 
Mohan Sarkar all are now deceased were own brothers and khatiandars of land measuring 
about 40B-2K-17L covered by Khatian no-145 and they were in equal shares. That 
khatiandars names Fatik Chandra Sarkar died in bachelor prior to his brothers named 
Chandra Mohan Sarkar and Piyari Mohan Sarkar and so that his share of landed property in 
khatian no-145 was inherited by his said two brothers equally. That during the life time 
Piyari Mohan Sarkar settled the plaintiff with 3K-1L of land out of his above mentioned 
landed property being his son from side of  his daughter Smti Bhobhomoyee and name of 
plaintiff recorded in patta no-36(O), 92(N), Dag No-266/889(O), 473(N) and said land 
described in A schedule of plaint. That subsequently defendants tried take possession over 
2K of land forcefully with a demand defendant no-1 purchase such land from proforma 
defendant no-1(b). That after holding an inquiry plaintiff came to know that defendant no-1 
purchase land measuring 2K-10L covered under patta no-36(old), 171(new) of dag no-
290/491 out for total area measuring 1B-3K from proforma defendant no-1(b) through deed 
no-570 dated-10/3/99 and illegally managed to got record his name in the plaintiff's land of 
patta no-36/92 of dag no-266/889(old), 473(new), but his records was canceled by striking 
his name from this land by proforma defendant no-2 vide his order dated-12/2/08. That on- 
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25/06/09 defendants illegally occupies suit B schedule land. That land purchased by 
defendant no-1 is quite different from plaintiff's A schedule land and though the defendant 
managed to record his name in Patta and dag of land schedule A but subsequently it is 
rectified by canceling his name. Hence this suit.  
2. The defendants contested the suit filling written statements both in law and facts. 
The defendant with the plea of maintainability, cause of action, non-joinder of necessary 
parties etc, denied entire averments of plaint save and except those are specifically 
admitted in the written statement. The defendants further pleaded that defendants 
possessing suit land since las 20/25 years having their houses and tress over a part of suit 
land. That name of defendant no-1 has been rightly and legally mutated in the relevant 
records in respect of suit land but cancellation of records done arbitrary  without hearing the 
defendants and even without issuing notice to them. Hence upon the above defendants 
prayed dismissal of suit with cost.  
3.  Upon the above pleadings my predecessor in office framed following issues:- 
 

             ISSUES                             

1. Is the suit maintainable in law and facts? 

2.  Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

3. Whether plaintiff has right, title, interest over suit A schedule 

land? 

4. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties? 

5. Whether suit is under valued? 

6. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to a decree of khas possession of 

B schedule land by evicting the defendant therefrom? 

7. Whether plaintiff is entitled to reliefs as prayed for? 

 

4. In this case plaintiff side adduces both oral and documentary evidences before the court. 
In the other hand defendants side adduces any forms evidences before the court. 
  
5. I have heard the arguments put forwarded by plaintiff and defendants side. I have 
also perused the pleadings of both sides along with the entire evidences on records.   

             DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

 

6.6.6.6. ISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NO----1111::::----             MAINTAINABILITY OF SUIT 
The defendant in the instant suit alleged that the suit is not maintainable in its present 
form. Defendant in the instant suit failed to mention specifically as why and how the suit 
is not maintainable. Whereas Order –8, Rule- 2 of C.P.C says that defendant must raise 
all the pleadings specifically regarding the non maintainability of the suit. During the 
time of argument hearing Learned Counsel for the defendant side strenuously submitted 
before the court that suit is not maintainable as no notice under section-80 of C.P.C 
served upon the proforma defendant and even no leave under section-80(2) of C.P.C 
was obtained prior filling the suit. On contra learned counsel for the plaintiff side 
vehemently submitted that all the proforma defendants made party to this suit for proper 
adjudication of dispute between the parties and no reliefs prayed against them, for 
which no leave was taken from the court before filling this suit. After careful scrutiny of 
pleadings of both sides, it appears that proforma defendant no-2&3 are the government  
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officials and before filling this suit no notice under section-80 of C.P.C served upon 
them. Even no leave under section-80(2) of C.P.C obtained from the court at the time of 
filling this suit. In this case admittedly the plaintiff has no allegations against the 
proforma defendants and plaintiff not prayed any reliefs against them. That shows 
plaintiff is not aggrieved by any acts of government officials in this suit and no cause of 
action also arises against the government officials.  
As per section -80 of C.P.C previous notice is required to be served against the 
government official before bringing any law suit in a case where the plaintiff is aggrieved 
by any acts of government official that acted upon during the performing of any official 
capacity. Section-80 of C.P.C says about any acts committed by government official at 
the time of performing official duty and if such acts affects the plaintiff directly and when 
plaintiff is aggrieved by the said acts of government official then prior filling the suit 
notice under section-80 of C.P.C is mandatory and in case of urgency when 60 days 
notice not served then it is duty of plaintiff to obtain leave under section-80(2) of C.P.C 
before filling the suit. Here in this case in hand, the circumstances is little different, 
where plaintiff is not aggrieved by any acts of government officials or no reliefs as 
sought against the government official. The government official impleaded as proforma 
defendants in this case for information. In a dispute like this serving notice under 
section-80 of C.P.C will serve no purpose as plaintiff have no cause of action against 
the government official or no reliefs sought by the plaintiff against the government 
official.  
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion I am of considered opinion that notice 
under section-80 C.P.C or leave under section-80(2) C.P.C is not mandatory in suit like 
this nature. Hence this suit is maintainable both in law and facts. This issue is answered 
in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
7. ISSUE NO-2:- CAUSE OF ACTION FOR THE SUIT 
This issue is relates to the cause of action for the suit. Defendants in their written 
statement pleaded that instant suit has no cause of action. I have carefully gone through 
the entire pleadings of both sides, where it appears that plaintiff in this suit claimed 
declaration of their right, title, interest over A schedule land and recovery of khas 
possession of B schedule land showing the ground that suit A schedule land got by 
plaintiff from his grand father of maternal side and possessing the same since long. But 
the defendants illegally dispossessed plaintiff's from suit B schedule land, which is a 
part of A schedule land. On contra the defendants pleaded that suit land possessed by 
defendants since last 20/25 years and they acquired title and possession over the suit 
land through purchase. The averments of both sides gives raise a bona-fide dispute 
between the parties and that dispute requires adjudication in this suit.  
 A cause of action is bundle of facts affirmed by one party and denied by the other and 
such assertion and denial already found from the pleadings of both side. That shows 
this suit has cause of action. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of 
plaintiff.  
 
8. ISSUE NO-3 RIGHT, TITLE, INTEREST OF PLAINTIFFS OVER A SCHEDULE LAND 
This issue is the crux of the dispute between the parties. Plaintiff instituted this suit 
contending that Chandra Mohan Sarkar,Fatik Chandra Sarkar and Piyari Mohan Sarkar all 
are now deceased were own brothers and khatiandars of land measuring about 40B-2K-17L 
covered by Khatian no-145 and they were in equal shares. That khatiandars names Fatik 
Chandra Sarkar died in bachelor prior to his brothers named Chandra Mohan Sarkar and 
Piyari Mohan Sarkar and so that his share of landed property in khatian no-145 was 
inherited by his said two brothers equally and during the life time Piyari Mohan Sarkar  
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settled the plaintiff with 3K-1L of land out of his above mentioned landed property being his 
son from side of  his daughter Smti Bhobhomoyee and name of plaintiff recorded in patta 
no-36(O), 92(N), Dag No-266/889(O), 473(N) and said land described in A schedule of 
plaint.  That defendant no-1 purchase land measuring 2K-10L covered under patta no-
36(old), 171(new) of dag no-290/491 out for total area measuring 1B-3K from proforma 
defendant no-1(b) through deed no-570 dated-10/3/99 and illegally managed to got record 
his name in the plaintiff's land of patta no-36/92 of dag no-266/889(old), 473(new), but his 
records was canceled by striking his name from this land by proforma defendant no-2 vide 
his order dated-12/2/08. That on-25/06/09 defendants illegally occupies suit B schedule 
land. That land purchased by defendant no-1 is quite different from plaintiff's A schedule 
land and though the defendant managed to record his name in Patta and dag of land 
schedule A but subsequently it is rectified by canceling his name.  
Basically plaintiff in suit claimed that he got suit A schedule land from his grand father of 
paternal side named Piyari Mahan Sarkar through settlement and his name also recorded 
over the suit land, but defendant dispossessed plaintiff from suit B schedule land on the 
strength of sale deed no-570/99. The plaintiff further pleaded that schedule of said sale 
deed of defendant no-1 and schedule of suit land is different. As such plaintiff has got the 
burden to prove all the above facts before the court and plaintiff to prove all such averments 
examined as many as three witnesses and exhibited five numbers of documents before the 
court. I have carefully and meticulously peruses both oral and documentary evidences of 
plaintiff side, where I find that PW-1 being plaintiff of this suit submitted his examination in 
chief through affidavit supporting the fact that Chandra Mohan Sarkar,Fatik Chandra Sarkar 
and Piyari Mohan Sarkar all are now deceased were own brothers and khatiandars of land 
measuring about 40B-2K-17L covered by Khatian no-145 and they were in equal shares.  
PW-1 also deposes that  khatiandars names Fatik Chandra Sarkar died in bachelor prior to 
his brothers named Chandra Mohan Sarkar and Piyari Mohan Sarkar and so that his share 
of landed property in khatian no-145 was inherited by his said two brothers equally and Ext-
1 is the certified copy of Jamabandi of land covered by khatian no-145, Patta No-36 of total 
land measuring 40B-2K-17L and Ext-3 is the Ketcha Patta covered by patta no-36(old), 
171(new) Dag no-290(old), 491(new) and during the life time Piyari Mohan Sarkar settled 
the plaintiff with 3K-1L of land out of his above mentioned landed property being his son 
from side of  his daughter Smti Bhobhomoyee and name of plaintiff recorded in patta no-
36(O), 92(N), Dag No-266/889(O), 473(N) and said land described in A schedule of plaint 
and Ext-2 is the certified copy of draft Zamabandi of Patta No-36(old), 92(new) Dag No-
266/889, 473.  PW-1 further supported the fact that  defendant no-1 purchase land 
measuring 2K-10L covered under patta no-36(old), 171(new) of dag no-290/491 out for total 
area measuring 1B-3K from proforma defendant no-1(b) through deed no-570 dated-
10/3/99  Ext-4 is the certified copy of sale deed no-570/99 and illegally managed to got 
record his name in the plaintiff's land of patta no-36/92 of dag no-266/889(old), 473(new), 
but his records was canceled by striking his name from this land by proforma defendant no-
2 vide his order dated-12/2/08. PW-1 further testifies that  on-25/06/09 defendants illegally 
occupies suit B schedule land but land purchased by defendant no-1 is quite different from 
plaintiff's A schedule land and though the defendant managed to record his name in Patta 
and dag of land schedule A but subsequently it is rectified by canceling his name.  So, it  
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appears that PW-1 supported the entire averments of plaint through his initial testimony. 
Now let have a look what PW-1 deposed in his cross-examination. PW-1 in his cross-
examination deposed that Munindra Nath purchased 2K-10L of land from his mother 
through registered sale deed and said purchase land is not the suit land of this suit. PW-1 in 
his cross-examination further deposes that land sold by his mother belongs to Patta No-
36(old), 171(new), Dag No-290(old)491(new). He also deposes that boundary of suit land 
and land sold by his mother is same.  
In same way PW-2 of this submitted his examination in chief in corroboration with the entire 
testimony of PW-1. PW-2 in his cross-examination deposes that suit land and land purchase 
by Munindra situated adjacent with each other. PW-3 examined to prove Ext-4 sale deed 
before this court.  
To sum up the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff side it reveals that plaintiff 
through oral evidences proved the following facts before the court:-  

1. That Chandra Mohan Sarkar,Fatik Chandra Sarkar and Piyari Mohan Sarkar all are 
now deceased were own brothers and khatiandars of land measuring about 40B-2K-
17L covered by Khatian no-145 and they were in equal shares and khatiandars 
names Fatik Chandra Sarkar died in bachelor prior to his brothers named Chandra 
Mohan Sarkar and Piyari Mohan Sarkar and so that his share of landed property in 
khatian no-145 was inherited by his said two brothers equally and Ext-1&3 are prove 
of such facts. 

2. That during the life time Piyari Mohan Sarkar settled the plaintiff with 3K-1L of land 
out of his above mentioned landed property being his son from side of  his daughter 
Smti Bhobhomoyee and name of plaintiff recorded in patta no-36(O), 92(N), Dag No-
266/889(O), 473(N) and said land described in A schedule of plaint and Ext-2 is the 
prove of such fact. 

3. That subsequently defendants tried take possession over 2K of land forcefully with a 
demand defendant no-1 purchase such land from proforma defendant no-1(b) and 
after holding an inquiry plaintiff came to learn that defendant no-1 purchase land 
measuring 2K-10L covered under patta no-36(old), 171(new) of dag no-290/491 out 
for total area measuring 1B-3K from proforma defendant no-1(b) through deed no-
570 dated-10/3/99 and illegally managed to got record his name in the plaintiff's land 
of patta no-36/92 of dag no-266/889(old), 473(new), but his records was canceled by 
striking his name from this land by proforma defendant no-2 vide his order dated-
12/2/08 and Ext-4 is the certified copy of said sale deed.  

4. That on-25/06/09 defendants illegally occupies suit B schedule land. That land 
purchased by defendant no-1 is quite different from plaintiff's A schedule land and 
though the defendant managed to record his name in Patta and dag of land schedule 
A but subsequently it is rectified by canceling his name.  

    From the above, it can safely decide here that plaintiff side prove the fact that he got 
settlement of suit A schedule land from his grand father of maternal side named Piyari 
Mohan Sarkar. In this case plaintiff failed to exhibit any documents of such settlement 
from his grand father but Ext-2 document clear the fact that name of plaintiff recorded 
over land of Patta No-32(old), 92(new), of Dag no-266/889, 473, and part of said land 
described in schedule A of plaint. In this case Ext-1, 2 and 3 all the documentary  
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    evidences clears the fact that suit land earlier owned and possessed by Chandra Mohan 

Sarkar, Fatik Candra Roy, Payari Mohan Sarkar, Lakhi Kanta Roy, Sailesh Chandra Roy 
and entire land was 40.4K-17L. So, it clearly appears that plaintiff got suit from his grand 
father of maternal side and his name also recorded over settlement records and plaintiff 
also possessing the suit land. It further appears to be proved that suit B schedule land 
illegally occupied by defendants.  

   Now question remains as to whether land purchased by the defendant no-1 through 
registered vide Ext-4, have got any relation with the suit land. Because from the 
pleadings of plaintiff and defendants side it already appears before the court that 
defendant no-1 purchase land from mother of plaintiff. Let us see, whether land of Ext-
4& Ext-A tallied with suit land. To decide such facts  let  us discuss first the suit A 
schedule of plaint. Plaintiff in his plaint described land in schedule A of plaint as total 
land 3K-1L, covered by dag no-266/889(old), 473(new), of Khatian no-145, Patta No-
32(old), 92(new). Now let us discuss about the schedule of Ext-4&A. After careful 
perusal of said sale deed of defendant no-1, it has clear before the court that defendant 
no-1 had purchased land measuring an area of 2K-10L from dag no-290(old), 491(new)  
which covered by Patta No-36(old), 171(new). The land of suit A schedule land and land 
described in Ext-4 sale deed appears to be different and not tallied with suit land. DW-
1&2 in their cross-examination deposes that defendant no-1 purchased land measuring 
an area of 2K-1OL through Ext-A sale deed of land belongs to Patta No-36(old), 
171(new), Dag No-290(old), 491(new).  Hence upon the above it can safely decide here 
that defendant no-1 purchased a different plots land and that land not tallied with the 
land of plaintiff.  

In this case defendant side exhibited two numbers of land holding certificates vide Ext-B&C, 
revealing the fact that land measuring 1B-11Lof dag no-266/889(old), of Khatian no-145, 
Patta No-36, Khiraj Patta No-92 recorded in the name of defendant no-1. But why the name 
of defendant no-1 has been recorded over such land that fact is not proved before the court. 
Because defendant side exhibited Ext-A sale Deed showing the fact that he purchased suit 
A schedule land from the mother of plaintiff. As we already discussed that suit land 
described in schedule A of plaint and land purchased by defendant no-1 through Ext-A is 
not tallied. The defendants side appears to be contradictory about their documentary 
evidences, because land schedule of Ext-A and schedule of Ext-B&C are not tallied with 
each other. Whereas the defendants specifically pleaded that source of title of defendant 
no-1 is the alleged sale deed(vide Ext-A) and said sale deed not supported and proved the 
title of defendant no-1 over suit A schedule land of plaint. DW-1 in his cross-examination 
deposes that he purchased land measuring an area of 2K-10L from mother of plaintiff. The 
sale deed of defendant no-1 also indicats the fact that defendant no-1 had purchased land 
measuring an are of 2K-10L from mother of plaintiff and that purchased land does not tallied 
with the land of plaintiff. But why land measuring an area of 1B-11L  recorded in the name 
of defendant no-1 as per Ext-B&C, that facts is not clearly proved before the court. As per 
the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff's side that recording of names of defendant 
already strike out.  The defendant side failed to prove the title of defendant no-1 over the 
suit A schedule land by adducing any convincing evidences before the court. Only one fact  
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is proved regarding the fact that defendant no-1 now possessing the suit land and such fact 
supported by DW-1 in his cross-examination.  
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion I am of considered opinion that plaintiff 
prove his right, title, interest over A schedule land. Hence this issue is answered in 
affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
 

9. ISSUE NO-4:-NON-JOINDER OF NECESSARY PARTIES 
 
The defendants in their written statement alleged that legal heirs of Pattadar Lakhi Kanta 
Roy, Mahendra Nath Roy and Piyari Mohan Roy are necessary parties to this suit. But the 
defendants in their written statements failed to prove the fact as to why all the legal heirs of 
all the above persons are required to implead as necessary parties to this suit and the 
defendants further failed to prove the fact that how the interest of all such  legal heirs of 
above persons affected for not imp-leading them as necessary parties. After consideration 
of entire dispute between the parties I also don't find any just or reasonable ground for imp-
leading all those persons as parties to this suit and even plaintiff have no cause of action 
against all the above persons legal heirs. In view of discussion and decision made in issue 
no-3, it also clearly appears before the court that legal heirs of all the above persons are not 
necessary parties to decide the dispute in hand.  
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion I am of considered opinion that instant suit 
in hand is not bad for non-joinder of necessary parties. Hence this issue is answered in 
affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
10. ISSUE NO-5:-PLEA OF VALUATION 
 The defendants in their written statement alleged that suit is bad for under valuation, 
but they failed to plead specifically as to why the suit is not valued properly. The 
defendants also failed to prove anything in this case, that can show that suit is bad for 
under valuation. After consideration of entire case records and nature of dispute 
between the parties I also don't find anything on records which can prove the fact that 
this suit is bad for under valuation. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative and in 
favor of plaintiff. 
 
11. ISSUE NO-6:- WHETHER PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO GET RECOVERY OF KHAS 

POSSESSION OF SUIT B SCHEDULE LAND:- 
In the light of discussion and decision made in issue no-6, plaintiffs are entitled to get 
recovery of khas possession of B schedule land by evicting the defendants. Hence this 
issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of plaintiffs.  
 
12. ISSUE NO-7:- RELIEFS  
 In the light of discussion and decision made in all the foregoing issues plaintiffs are entitled 
to get all the reliefs as prayed for. Hence both issues above are answered in affirmative and 
in favor of plaintiffs.  
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              ORDER 
 
13. In the result plaintiff suit is decreed on contest with cost declaring plaintiff right, title, 
interest  A schedule land and B schedule land is part of A schedule land. It is further 
declared that land of sale deed no-570 dated-10/3/99 is different from schedule A of plaint 
and defendant no-1 has no right and title over A schedule land.  A decree of khas 
possession of B schedule land is passed by evicting the defendants, their agents and 
department therefrom and by removing the structures therein from B schedule land. An 
order of permanent injunction also passed restraining the defendants, their agents and 
representatives from dispossessing and disturbing the plaintiff in any manner from suit A 
and B schedule of plaint.  
14.  Prepare a decree accordingly.  
15.  Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court under the hand seal of this court 
on   15th  day of February, 2014. 
 

 

   MUNSIFF NO-1 

                  Dhubri  

           

                                                           APPENDIX 

 

 

1. PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES           PW-1 Lalit Chandra Roy 

                                                                  PW-2 Khagen Roy 

       PW-3 Amya Kumar Nath 

2. DEFENDANTS WITNESSES   :-        DW-1 Munindra Nath Das 

          DW-2 Sailesh Roy 

          DW-3 Kashem Ali 

          DW-4 Gohur Ali 

          DW-5 Sankar Kumar Das 

3.    PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS   : -   Ext-1 is certified copy of Jamabandi 
   Ext-2 Certified copy Draft Jamabandi 
   Ext-3 Katcha Patta (P.I.O) 
   Ext-4 Certified copy of Sale Deed  
   Ext-5 Certified copy of F.I.R 

 4. DEFENDANTS EXHIBITS         :- Ext-A Sale Deed 
                                                           Ext-B&C are land holding certificates 
                                                           Ext-D Rent receipt 
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 MUNSIFF NO-1 

                                                                    Dhubri 


